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The first nontrivial chiral corrections to the magnetic moments of triplet ~T! and sextet (S (*)) heavy baryons
are calculated using heavy hadron chiral perturbation theory. Since magnetic moments of the T hadrons vanish
in the limit of infinite heavy quark mass (mQ→‘), these corrections occur at order O1/(mQLx2) for T
baryons, while for S (*) baryons they are of order O(1/Lx2). The renormalization of the chiral loops is dis-
cussed, and relations among the magnetic moments of different hadrons are provided. Previous results for T
baryons are revised.
PACS number~s!: 12.39.Fe, 12.39.Hg, 14.20.Lq, 14.20.MrI. INTRODUCTION
Chiral perturbation theory ~ChPT! and heavy quark effec-
tive theory ~HQET! can be combined together to construct an
effective Lagrangian which describes soft interactions of
hadrons containing a single heavy quark @1–4#. Electromag-
netic interactions can be included in the formalism by gaug-
ing a U~1!EM subgroup of the global SU~3!L ^ SU~3!R sym-
metry group.
In the limit mu ,md ,ms→0, the QCD Lagrangian for light
quarks has a SU~3!L ^ SU~3!R ^ U~1!V symmetry, which is
spontaneously broken to SU~3!V ^ U~1!V . The lightest par-
ticles of the hadronic spectrum, the pseudoscalar octet
(p ,K ,K¯ ,h), can be identified with the corresponding Gold-
stone bosons. Their low-energy interactions can be analyzed
making use of ChPT @5#, which is an expansion in terms of
momenta and meson masses. Goldstone bosons are param-
etrized as
p5
1
& S A 12 p01A 16 h p1 K1p2 2A 12 p01A 16 h K0
K2 K¯ 0 2A 23 h
D ,
~1!
and appear in the Lagrangian via the exponential representa-
tion S5exp(2ip/fp)[j2, being f p;93 MeV the pion decay
constant. Under chiral transformations,
S→LSR1, j→Ljh15hjR1, ~2!
where L(R) are global elements of SU~3!L(R) and h is a local
SU~3!L1R transformation, which depends both on p and on
the chiral transformation ~L, R!. To construct the effective
theory, one must write the most general Lagrangian consis-
tent with chiral symmetry involving S and its derivatives.
Chiral symmetry is explicitly broken in QCD by the quark
mass term. This can be incorporated in the effective La-
grangian through the light mass matrix x, which gives rise to
a quadratic pseudoscalar mass term. The Lagrangian is then
organized as an expansion in powers of (p/Lx) and
(mq /Lx), where p is the low pseudoscalar momenta, mq0556-2821/2000/61~7!/074007~6!/$15.00 61 0740denotes the light quark masses, and Lx’1 GeV is the chiral
symmetry breaking scale which suppresses higher-order
terms in the effective theory.
On the other side, in the opposite limit, mQ→‘ , which is
useful for c and b quarks, different simplifications occur in
the dynamics of heavy-light hadrons. Quark interactions do
not change the velocity of the heavy quark inside the hadron,
because the momentum exchange is of order dP;LQCD
!mQ . In the hadron rest frame, the heavy quark acts as a
static color source which interacts with the light degrees of
freedom. This interaction is independent of the mass and
spin of the heavy quark, and thus the hadron dynamics shows
SU~2! spin symmetry and SU(N f) flavor symmetry ~for N f
heavy flavors!. HQET @6# is an effective field theory for
QCD which makes this symmetry manifest in the mQ→‘
limit and describes the dynamics of hadrons containing a
heavy quark at momenta much lower than mQ . The effective
baryon fields are labeled by their velocities, and their mass is
removed from the baryon momentum P. Derivatives on the
baryon fields produce powers of residual momentum
(k/mQ)!(P/mQ).
In some kinematical regions, which are not far from the
chiral and heavy quark limits, both approaches can be simul-
taneously used. Baryons containing a heavy quark, in the
mQ→‘ limit, can emit and absorb light pseudoscalar mesons
without changing its velocity, v . In heavy hadron chiral per-
turbation theory ~HHCPT!, one constructs an effective La-
grangian whose basic fields are heavy hadrons and light me-
sons. In Ref. @7#, the formalism is extended to include also
electromagnetism. We use this hybrid effective Lagrangian
to calculate the magnetic moments ~MMs! of some baryons
containing a c or a b quark.
In Sec. II we review the needed HHCPT formalism, in-
troduced in Ref. @7#: the effective fields representing S and T
baryons, the lowest-order chiral Lagrangian and its
O(1/mQ), O(1/Lx) corrections. These terms generate diver-
gent chiral loops which contribute to the MMs. Their renor-
malization requires the introduction of higher-order opera-
tors. In the case of S we find that all divergences and scale
dependence to O(1/Lx2) can be absorbed in a redefinition of
only one O(1/Lx) coupling. Our computations and results
are presented in Sec. III. The magnetic moments of the T
baryons are analyzed in Ref. @15#. However, this analysis©2000 The American Physical Society07-1
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terms are not taken into account. In Sec. IV we provide a
consistent calculation of the T magnetic moments to order
O1/(mQLx2). Finally, Sec. V summarizes our conclusions.
II. HHCPT FORMALISM FOR MAGNETIC MOMENTS
The light degrees of freedom in the ground state of a
baryon with one heavy quark can be either in a sl50 or in a
sl51 configuration. The first one corresponds to JP5 12 1
baryons, which are annihilated by Ti(v) fields which trans-
form as a 3¯ under the chiral SU~3!L1R and as a doublet under
the HQET SU~2!v . In the second case, sl51, the spin of the
heavy quark and the light degrees of freedom combine to-
gether to form JP53/21 and J51/21 baryons which are
degenerate in mass in the mQ→‘ limit. The spin-32 ones are
annihilated by the Rarita-Schwinger field Sm*
i j(v), while the
spin-12 baryons are destroyed by the Dirac field Si j(v). It is
very useful to combine both operators into the so-called su-
perfield @8#
Sm
i j~v !5A13 ~gm1vm!g5Si j~v !1Sm*i j~v !,
S¯ i j
m~v !52A13 S¯ i j~v !g5~gm1vm!1S¯ i j*m~v !,
~3!
which transforms as a 6 under SU~3!L1R and as a doublet
under SU~2!v and is symmetric in the i, j indices.
The particle assignement for the J51/2 charmed baryons
of the 3¯ and 6 representations is
~T1 ,T2 ,T3!5~Jc
0
,2Jc
1
,Lc
1!, ~4!
Si j5S Sc11 A 12 Sc1 A 12 Jc18A 12 Sc1 Sc0 A 12 Jc08
A 12 Jc18 A 12 Jc08 Vc0
D , ~5!
and the corresponding b baryons are
~T1 ,T2 ,T3!5~Jb
2
,2Jb
0
,Lb
0!, ~6!
Si j5S Sb1 A 12 Sb0 A 12 Jb08A 12 Sb0 Sb2 A 12 Jb28
A 12 Jb08 A 12 Jb28 Vb2
D . ~7!
The J53/2 partners of the baryons of Eqs. ~5! and ~7! have
the same SU~3!V assignment in Sm*
i j
.
The lowest-order chiral Lagrangian describing the soft
hadronic and electromagnetic interactions of these baryons in
the infinite heavy quark mass limit is given by @7#07400L~0 !52iS¯ i jm~vD !Smi j1DSTS¯ i jmSmi j1iT¯ i~vD !Ti
1ig2«mnslS¯ ik
m vn~js! j
i~Sl! jk1g3@e i jkT¯ i~jm! l
jSm
kl
1e i jkS¯ kl
m ~jm! j
lTi# . ~8!
In this formula, the heavy baryon covariant derivatives are
DmSn
i j5]mSn
i j1~Gm!k
i Sn
k j1~Gm!k
j Sn
ik2ieAm@QQSni j1Qki Snk j
1Qkj Snik# ,
DmTi5]mTi2T j~Gm! i
j2ieAm@QQTi2T jQij# , ~9!
where Am is the electromagnetic current, QQ is the heavy
quark charge, the light quark charge matrix Q is
Q5S 23 2 13
2 13
D , ~10!
and the Goldstone fields appear through axial-vector, jm ,
and vector, Gm , currents
jm5i~jDmj†2j†Dmj!/2,
Gm5~jDmj†1j†Dmj!/2,
with
Dmj5]mj2ieAm@Q ,j# . ~11!
Because of the different spin configuration of the light de-
grees of freedom, there is an intrinsic mass difference, DST
[M S2M T , among the S (*) and the T baryons.
Notice that a direct coupling of the pseudo Goldstone
bosons to the 3¯ baryons is forbidden at the lowest order in
1/Lx .
As can be seen, there are no MM terms in the lowest-
order Lagrangian in Eq. ~8!. Therefore, the contributions to
the MMs come from the following.
~1! The next order in the baryon chiral Lagrangian @7#
FIG. 1. Meson loops contributing to S-baryon MMs.7-2
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Lx
$icS tr@S¯mQSn1S¯mSnQ#Fmn
1cST@e i jkT¯ ivmQljSnkl1e i jkS¯ n ,klvmQ jlTi#F˜ mn%,
~12!
where the constants ci are all unknown. We will take Lx
54p f p.1.2 GeV, which fixes the normalization of the un-
known couplings ci .
~2! Terms of order 1/mQ from the heavy quark expansion
which break both spin and flavor symmetries @7#:
L~short!52 12mQ S
¯
i j
l ~ iD !2Sl
i j2
eQQ
4mQ
S¯ i j
l smnSl
i jFmn
1
1
2mQ
T¯ i~ iD !2Ti1
eQQ
4mQ
T¯ ismnTiFmn. ~13!
~3! Chiral loops of Goldstone bosons coupled to photons,
as described by the lowest-order Lagrangian.
III. RESULTS FOR S BARYONS sl˜1
We define the magnetic moment operator for a spin-12
baryon B and a spin-32 baryon Bn* , respectively, as
2iem~B !FabB¯ sabB ,
2iem~B*!FabB¯ m*sabB*m. ~14!
The leading contributions from the light- and heavy-quark
magnetic interactions are of order O(1/Lx) and O(1/mQ),
respectively. We compute the next-to-leading order ~NLO!
chiral corrections of order O(1/Lx2) which originate from the
loop diagrams shown in Fig. 1.
The resulting MMs can be decomposed as
TABLE I. Contributions to magnetic moments of spin- 12 c and b
baryons (st51).
c quark b quark mx mg3 mg2
Sc
11 Sb
1 2 11mp /mK Ip1IK
Sc
1 Sb
0 1/2 1/2 IK/2
Sc
0 Sb
2 21 2mp /mK 2Ip
Jc
08 Jb
28 21 2(11mp /mK)/2 2(Ip1IK)/2
Jc
18 Jb
08 1/2 mp /(2mK) Ip/2
Vc
0 Vb
2 21 21 2IK07400m~B ~* !!5
1
72 S 6 QQmQ mHQE~B ~* !!1 16csLx mx~B ~* !!
13g2
2 DST
~4p f p!2 mg2~B
~* !!
23g3
2 mK
4p f p2
mg3~B
~* !! D , ~15!
where m i(B) and m i(B*) are related by
1
3 mHQE~B*!5mHQE~B !51,
m i~B*!52
3
2 m i~B !, i5x ,g2 ,g3 . ~16!
The values of the m i(B) contributions are reported in
Table I for baryons containing a Q quark (Q5c ,b) where
I i[I~DST ,mi!52S 221log mi2m2 D
12
ADST2 2mi2
DST
logS DST1ADST2 2mi2
DST2ADST2 2mi2
D . ~17!
We want to stress that due to flavor symmetry, the con-
stants cs , g2 , and g3 , and hence the values of mx , mg2, and
mg3, are the same for c and b baryons. The only difference is
the contribution proportional to mHQE due to the different
electric charge of the c, Qc512/3, and b, Qb521/3, quarks
@see Eq. ~15!#.
In Eq. ~15! we have not considered contributions of order
O1/(mQLx). For the b baryons, these corrections can be
safely neglected. For the c baryons, however, a simple esti-
mate shows that their contribution cannot be larger than, say,
15%. In addition, the self-energy and loop diagrams with an
insertion of the operator in Eq. ~12! yield contributions of
order O(1/Lx3) which again can be neglected because they
are NNLO chiral corrections.
The results proportional to g2
2 are obtained performing a
one-loop integral ~Fig. 1 with an S baryon running in the
loop! that has to be renormalized. The divergent part of the
integral does not depend on the pion or kaon mass and is
instead proportional to the mass of the baryon running in the
loop. If one considers both pion and kaon loops, the diver-
gent part respects the SU~3! structure of the chiral multiplet
and can be canceled with an operator of the formTABLE II. Theoretical estimates of g2 and g3 .
Model g2 g3
Large Nc @10# 1.88 1.53
Quark model @3# 1.5 1.06
Short distance QCD sum rule @12# 0.8360.23 0.6760.18
Light-cone QCD sum rules @13# 1.5660.360.3 0.9460.0660.27-3
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Lx
2 tr@S¯m~vDSn!Q2~vDS¯m!SnQ#Fmn. ~18!
This is the most general dimension-6 chiral and Lorentz in-
variant operator constructed out of Sm
i j and QFmn , preserving
parity and time-reversal invariance which contributes to
MMs. When the equation of motion @(vD)Sm5DSTSm# is
applied, its contribution is of the same form as the term
proportional to cs in Eq. ~12!. Thus the local contribution
from the operator in Eq. ~18! can be taken into account,
together with the lowest-order term in Eq. ~12!, through an
effective coupling cS(m). The scale m dependence of the
loop integrals is exactly canceled by the corresponding de-
pendence of the coefficient cS(m).
The contribution proportional to g3
2 involves a loop inte-
gral in which a baryon of the T multiplet is running in the
loop. However, as we are in the limit of mT→‘ , no mass
term for these T baryons is present in the Lagrangian of Eq.
~8!. This means that the only massive particles running in the
loop are the light mesons and the result of the integral is
convergent and proportional to their mass.
Using Table I, one can derive the following linearly inde-
pendent relations for the magnetic moments of spin-12 bary-
ons containing a c quark:
m~Sc
11!1m~Sc
0!52m~Sc
1!,
m~Sc
11!1m~Vc
0!52m~Jc
18!,
m~Sc
11!12m~Jc
08!5m~Sc
0!12m~Jc
18!,
m~Sc
0!12m~Jc
18!5
1
6mc
. ~19!
Including the spin-32 baryons, one can derive six more inde-
pendent relations
m~Sc
11*!1m~Sc
0*!52m~Sc
1*!,
m~Sc
11*!1m~Vc
0*!52m~Jc
18*!,
m~Sc
11*!12m~Jc
08*!5m~Sc
0*!12m~Jc
18*!,
m~Sc
0*!12m~Jc
08*!53@m~Sc
0!12m~Jc
18!# ,
2
3 m~Sc
11*!5m~Sc
0!12m~Jc
18!2m~Sc
11!
6m~Sc
1!24m~Sc
11!524m~Sc
1*!1
8
3 m~Sc
11*!.
~20!
The last three equations connect observables corresponding
to spin-12 and spin-32 baryons.
Moreover, it is easy to deduce ten analogous equations
that relate baryons having a b quark,
m~Sb
1!1m~Sb
2!52m~Sb
0!,07400m~Sb
1!1m~Vb
2!52m~Jb
08!,
m~Sb
1!12m~Jb
28!5m~Sb
2!12m~Jb
08!,
m~Sb
2!12m~Jb
08!52
1
12mb
,
m~Sb
1*!1m~Sb
2*!52m~Sb
0*!,
m~Sb
1*!1m~Vb
2*!52m~Jb
08*!,
m~Sb
1*!12m~Jb
28*!5m~Sb
2*!12m~Jb
08*!,
m~Sb
2*!12m~Jb
28*!53@m~Sb
2!12m~Jb
08!# ,
2
3 m~Sb
1*!5m~Sb
2!12m~Jb
08!2m~Sb
1!,
6m~Sb
0!24m~Sb
1!524m~Sb
0*!1
8
3 m~Sb
1*!,
~21!
and two independent equations that relate b and c baryons,
m~Sb
0!2m~Sb
1!5m~Sc
1!2m~Sc
11!,
m~Sc
11!2
1
3 m~Sc
11*!5m~Sb
1!2
1
3 m~Sb
1*!.
~22!
From Table I, we see that the order O(1/Lx) and
O(1/Lx2) contributions cancel in the sum of all baryon MMs,
within the sextet. Therefore, the average over the baryon
moments measures the MMs of the heavy quark,
^m~SQ!&5
1
3 ^m~SQ
*!&5
QQ
12mQ
. ~23!
Notice also that we can construct other combinations such
that cs , g2
2
, and g3
2 contributions cancel:
m~Sc
11!1m~Sc
0!1m~Vc
0!5m~Sc
1!1m~Jc
08!1m~Jc
18!
5
1
6
mHQE~B ~* !!
mc
,
m~Sb
1!1m~Sb
2!1m~Vb
2!5m~Sb
0!1m~Jb
28!1m~Jb
08!
52
1
12
mHQE~B ~* !!
mb
. ~24!
If one has a numerical estimate of the couplings g2 and
g3 , it is possible to derive a scale-independent relation be-
tween any couple of baryons. The combination
m~B1!2
mx~B1!
mx~B2!
m~B2! ~25!7-4
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be predicted. For instance,
m~Sb
1!12m~Sb
2!5
1
24
g3
2
4p f p2
~mK2mp!
2
DST
24
g2
2
~4p f p!2 ~IK2Ip!2
1
12mb
.
~26!
The couplings g2 and g3 have been calculated theoretically.
In Table II we report the results of these computations.
There exists an experimental measurement of g3 from
CLEO coming from the decay Sc*→Lcp @9,10#, g3
5)(0.5760.10). The direct measurement of g2 is not pos-
sible at present. However, the quark model relates its value
to g3 @11#, yielding g251.4060.25.
In order to get a numerical estimate of the left-hand side
of Eq. ~26!, we set g251.560.3 and g350.9960.17 and the
rest of the constants as in Table III. We find, for our best
estimate of Eq. ~26!,
m~Sb
1!12m~Sb
2!50.2360.09 GeV21. ~27!
IV. RESULTS FOR T BARYONS sl˜0
As the light quarks of the T baryons are in a sl50 con-
figuration, the contributions to the magnetic moments of
these hadrons are 1/mQ suppressed @4#. The leading term is
of the form mHQE /mQ , and the first chiral corrections are of
order O1/(mQLx) and come from @14#
L~ long!8 5
cT
4mQ
e
Lx
T¯ ismnQi jT jFmn. ~28!
The contributions of order O1/(mQLx2) have a different
origin.
~1! There is a divergent contribution @14# coming from
Eq. ~8! through the chiral loops shown in Fig. 2, which is
proportional to the explicit mass splitting,
DM Q53
l2S
mQ
, ~29!
for the spin-12 and spin-32 parts of S baryons @15#
~2! In addition, one can consider a spin-symmetry-
breaking operator of O(1/mQ),
FIG. 2. Meson loops contributing to T-baryon MMs.07400L85 g8
mQ
@e i jkT¯ ismn~jm! l
jSn
kl1e i jkS¯ kl
m smn~j
n! j
lTi# ,
~30!
which gives rise to divergent loop diagrams, as the one in
Fig. 2, where one of the vertices is proportional to g8.
~3! Further, there are finite contributions of the same order
coming from the SU~3!-breaking operators
e
v1
4mQLx
2 T¯ ismnQilx jlT jFmn1e
v2
4mQLx
2 QQT¯ ismnx i jT jFmn,
~31!
where, in the limit of exact isospin symmetry,
x5S mp2 mp2
2mK
2 2mp
2
D . ~32!
As in the case of the S baryons, when all Goldstone boson
loops are included, the scale m dependence of the result of
Fig. 2 is canceled by the corresponding dependence of an
effective cT(m). Neither the interaction term of Eq. ~30! nor
the finite terms of Eq. ~31! were taken into account in Ref.
@14#.
Similarly to what we have done in the previous paragraph,
we write the magnetic moment of T baryons as
m~B !5
1
24mQ S 26QQmHQE~B !2 cTLx mT~B !
1g3
2 3l2S
~4p f p!2 mg3~B !16g3g8
DST
~4p f p!2 mg8~B !
12
v1mK
2
Lx
2 mx1~B !26QQ
v2mK
2
Lx
2 mx2~B ! D . ~33!
The values of the m i are written in Table IV where
Ji5
]
]DST
@DSTI~DST ,mi!# . ~34!
Corrections to our results for T baryons are of order
O(1/mQ2 ) and hence negligible.
By eliminating the unknown coupling constants, one can
deduce two independent relations among the magnetic mo-
ments of both T multiplets:
TABLE III. Constants used in numerical estimates.
f p 93 MeV
mp 140 MeV
mK 496.7 MeV
DST 168 MeV
mc 1.3 GeV
mb 4.8 GeV7-5
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c quark b quark mT mg3 mg8 mx1 mx2
Jc
0 Jb
2 4 Jp1JK Ip1IK 22mp
2 /mK
2 mp
2 /mK
2
Jc
1 Jb
0 22 2Jp 2Ip mp
2 /mK
2 mp
2 /mK
2
Lc
1 Lb
0 22 2JK 2IK 22mp
2 /mK
2 22mp
2 /mK
2mbm~Jb
2!2mcm~Jc
0!5mbm~Jb
0!2mcm~Jc
1!, ~35!
mbm~Lb
0!2mcm~Lc
1!2
1
45S 2 mK2mp2 21 D Fmbm~Jb2!
2mcm~Jc
0!2
1
4G . ~36!
In the absence of the SU~3!-breaking operators in Eq.
~31!, the average baryon MM over the T multiplet would be
equal to the heavy quark MM @14#. The result is, however,
corrected by contributions proportional to the unknown cou-
plings v1 and v2 :1
^m~TQ!&52
1
4mc FQQ1 2v1mK
2
9Lx
2 S 12 mp2mK2 D
2QQ
v2mK
2
3Lx
2 S 21 mp2mK2 D G . ~37!
V. CONCLUSIONS
The magnetic moments of triplet and sextet heavy bary-
ons have been computed in the HHCPT. The calculation of
1Notice that our definition of MMs differs from the one in Ref.
@14# by a factor of 21/4.07400the S (*)-baryon MMs at order O(1/Lx2) involves only one
new arbitrary constant cS . Thus it is possible to derive rela-
tions among the MMs of the hadrons in the same sextet
where all masses and effective couplings are eliminated. As a
result of heavy quark symmetry, the MMs of the S and S*
sextets are also related. Moreover, as c and b baryons are
described by the same arbitrary constants, we can connect
the MMs of the two kinds of hadrons. The average over one
sextet equals the corresponding heavy quark MM.
In the case of T baryons, the first corrections appear at
order O1/(mQLx2) and four arbitrary constants are re-
quired. Then we are left with only two independent relations
which combine c and b triplets and contain mc and mb . The
average over one triplet equals the heavy quark MM only in
the absence of SU~3!-breaking operators.
The measure of the magnetic moments of heavy baryons
represents an experimental challenge. Nevertheless, several
groups are contemplating the possibility of performing it in
the near future ~BTeV, SELEX! @16#.
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